shows spectra of the off-diagonal element of optical conductivity coaxy deduced from the magnetooptical spectra. The overall spectral shape of coa'xy and o>o"xy are quite identical to r\K and -9K, respectively. This fact suggests that the observed magnetooptical effect results essentially from the off-diagonal element of optical conductivity and the effect of diagonal permeability is negligible. Photon energy (eV) Fig. 4 Kerr ellipticity T|K and rotation 0K spectra of Pd(8A)/Co(4A) multilayers and related PdCo alloys. value of G)Oxy around the energy of the plasma edge, as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 4 shows magnetooptical spectra of PdCo alloys with different compositions, together with the spectrum of the superlattice. Fig. 5(a) , where X denotes the thickness of PdCo alloy at Photon energy (eV) Fig. 6 Simulated Kerr rotation spectra 0K in Pd/Co multi¬ layers, assuming the presence of an interfacial alloy. the interface. The total thickness of PdCo alloy is therefore twice I A in one period. The composition of alloy at the interface was determined to keep total composition of films the same as that of the multilayer analyzed by EPMA. Further details of the simulation were described in previous paper.5) Figure 6 shows Kerr rotation spectra in Pd(8A)/Co(4A) thus simulated. In Photon energy (eV) Fig. 7 Off-diagonal element of the electric conductivity tensor coovv in estimated "magnetic Pd" and Co atoms.
such as a peak-shift in coaxy spectra was found for 2 to Fig. 5(b) where the Pd layer was replaced by the "magnetic Pd" for the structure shown in Fig. 5(a) . The spin direction in the "magnetic Pd" layer was assumed to be parallel to PdCo and Co layers. As a result, a peak around 2.7 eV appeared in the resulted Kenrotation spectra as shown in Fig. 8 , from which we recognize that the peak around 2.7 eV was due to "magnetic Pd". It 
